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This book tells the story of the Soviet-Afghan war in the words of the Mujahideen guerrillas
themselves. For ten years the Mujahideen fought a military superpower that had invaded their
homeland. Outnumbered and outgunned, they used classic guerrilla tactics to gradually wear
down and finally defeat the Soviet army. The authors interviewed Mujahideen commanders and
fighters, who describe over 100 guerrilla actions, including ambushes, urban combat, hit-and-
run raids, rocket attacks, strongpoint sieges, fighting off heliborne assaults, and last-ditch
defenses of their hidden mountain bases. Each vignette includes an after-action analysis by the
authors, pointing out where each side succeeded or failed in its mission. A final chapter
analyzes how a decentralized foot-mobile insurgent force could defeat a modern fully-
mechanized army that had overwhelming artillery and air support. There are 89 tactical battle
maps, and a glossary of Mujahideen and Soviet Army terminology and map symbols. This is a
companion piece to “The Bear Went Over the Mountain: Soviet Combat Tactics in Afghanistan,”
which tells the story from the other side of the war.Table of
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Insertions • Chapter 10: Defending Against a Cordon and Search • Chapter 11: Defending Base
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ConclusionGlossarySymbols LibraryAbout the AuthorsIntroductionAs we have throughout our
history – the Philippines, Haiti, Nicaragua, Lebanon, Vietnam and Somalia – Marines will
encounter guerrilla forces in the 21st century. Marines must understand potential adversaries,
and learn as much as possible about them. The mujahideen of the Soviet-Afghan War prevailed
against a larger and decisively better equipped foe, the Soviet Army. The Other Side of the
Mountain presents the story of the mujahideen’s fight against that foe.On 27 December 1979,
Moscow ordered the Soviet Army into Afghanistan. Organized, equipped, and trained for the
execution of combined arms operations, that force embodied the concept of blitzkrieg. Nine
years later, it withdrew in defeat. The Other Side of the Mountain was written from the reports of
mujahideen combat veterans and provides a tactical look at a decentralized army of foot-mobile
guerrillas waging war against a technologically superior foe. Absolute supremacy of firepower
did not guarantee victory. Native knowledge of terrain and detailed study of a known adversary
offset that advantage. In particular, the chapter on urban combat will be of great interest to
commanders concerned with force protection. This book and its companion volume, The Bear
Went Over the Mountain: Soviet Combat Tactics in Afghanistan, published for the United States



Marine Corps in 1996, offers a chronicle of the Afghan War by the warfighters.The Marine Corps
of the 21st century will have tremendous advantages over guerrilla forces. Our equipment,
technology, training, and support are the best in the world. Yet, technological superiority is not in
and of itself a guarantee of success. Insight into our adversary’s capabilities, tactics and
motivation will provide the decisive edge. The Other Side of the Mountain will help us gain this
insight. I heartily recommend this book to all Marines.J. E. RHODESCommanding
GeneralMarine Corps Combat Development CommandForewordWhen the Soviet Union
invaded Afghanistan in 1979, few experts believed that the fledgling Mujahideen resistance
movement had a chance of withstanding the modern, mechanized, technologically-advanced
Soviet Army. Most stated that resistance was futile and that the Soviet Union had deliberately
expanded their empire to the south. The Soviet Union had come to stay. Although some
historians looked at the British experience fighting the Afghan mountain tribesmen, most experts
discounted any parallels since the Soviet Union possessed an unprecedented advantage in fire
power, technology and military might. Although Arab leaders and the West supplied arms and
material to the Mujahideen, they did so with the hope of creating a permanent, bleeding ulcer on
the Soviet flank, not defeating the Soviet Union. They did not predict that the Soviet Union would
voluntarily withdraw from Afghanistan in 1989.What caused the Soviet withdrawal? The Soviets
realized that they were trapped in an unwinnable war where they were suffering “death from a
thousand cuts” by an intractable enemy who had no hope of winning, but fought on because it
was the right thing to do. After failing to achieve military victory, the Soviet Union cut its losses
and withdrew. The Soviet Union lost 13,833 killed. Over 1.3 million Afghans died and over a third
of the population became refugees. Most have not yet returned to war-torn Afghanistan.There
have been few studies of guerrilla warfare from the guerrilla’s perspective. To capture this
perspective and the tactical experience of the Mujahideen, the United States Marine Corps
commissioned this study and sent two retired combat veterans to interview Mujahideen. The
authors were well received and generously assisted by various Mujahideen who willingly talked
about their long, bitter war. The authors have produced a unique book which tells the guerrillas’
story as interpreted by military professionals. This is a book about small-unit guerrilla combat.
This is a book about death and survival, adaptation and perseverance.This is a book for the
combat-arms company and field grade officer and NCO. It provides an understanding of guerrilla
field craft, tactics, techniques and procedures. It has application in Basic and Advanced Officer
and NCO courses as well as special warfare courses. Senior leaders will also find valuable
insights for training and supporting guerrilla forces as well as defending against guerrilla forces.
This book is a companion piece to The Bear Went Over the Mountain: Soviet Combat Tactics in
Afghanistan which National Defense University Press published in 1996.AcknowledgmentsThis
book would not be possible without the open, friendly and willing support of the many
Mujahideen we interviewed. We thank Mawlawi Abdul-Rahman, Haidar Ahmadi, Mohammad
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authors.PrefaceAfghanistan, a multi-ethnic state in southwest Asia, is home to diverse social
communities that share common experience through interaction with dominant states, empires,
invading armies, trade and cultural movements that traversed the land during their thousands of
years of history. The different ethnic groups in modern Afghanistan (Pashtuns, Tajiks, Uzbeks,
Turkmans, Persian-speaking Hazaras, Balochis, etc.) straddle the boundaries of the state.
However, their national identity is mostly defined by their differences with their ethnic kinsmen
across the borders rather than their national commonalities. About 99% of Afghanistan’s over 17
million population are Muslim, of which 85% are followers of the Sunni sect while the rest are
Shia. About 85% of Afghans live in rural communities in a land dominated by mountains and
deserts. Modern travel is primarily restricted to a highway ring connecting the various cities.
There is no railroad network.Afghanistan has mostly been a loose collection of tribes and
nationalities over which central governments had varying degrees of influence and control at
different times. The country has been historically known for its remarkable Islamic and ethnic
tolerance. However tribal rivalries and blood feuds, ambitions of local chieftains, and tribal
defiance of pervasive interference by the central government have kept the different parts of the
land at war at different times. In such cases the kinship-based identity has been the major
means of the community’s political and military mobilization. Such identity places far greater
importance on kinship and extended family than ideology.Afghanistan stands at a geographic
crossroads that has seen the passage of many warring peoples. Each of these has left their
imprint on the ancient land and involved the people of Afghanistan in conflict. Often this conflict
got in the way of economic development. What has developed is a country composed of
somewhat autonomous “village states” spread across the entire country.1 Afghans identify
themselves by Qawm – the basic subnational identity based on kinship, residence and
sometimes occupation. Western people may refer to this as “tribe”, but this instinctive social
cohesiveness includes tribal clans, ethnic subgroups, religious sects, locality-based groups and
groups united by interests.2 The Qawm, not Afghanistan, is the basic unit of social community
and, outside the family, the most important focus on individual loyalty. Afghanistan has, at times,
been characterized as a disunited land riven by blood feuds. The feuds center on family and
Qawm. Yet, the leaders of the various Qawm have resolved feuds and held the land together.



Village elders can put feuds on hold for a decade or longer and then let them resume once the
agreed-on time has expired and the matter is still unresolved. Afghanistan’s ancient roots and
strong ties of kinship provide an anchor against progress, but also the means to cope when
central authority has collapsed. Historically, the collapse of the central government of
Afghanistan or the destruction of its standing armies has never resulted in the defeat of the
nation by an invader. The people, relying on their decentralized political, economic and military
potential, have always taken over the resistance against the invaders.3 This was the case during
two wars with Great Britain in the 19th Century (1839–1842, 1878–1880). This happened again
in the Soviet-Afghan War.The tactics of the Mujahideen reflected this lack of central cohesion.
Their tactics were not standard, but differed from valley to valley and tribe to tribe. No more than
15 percent of the guerrilla commanders were military professionals. However, Afghanistan had a
conscript army and virtually every 22-year-old male served his two year obligation. This provided
a basic military education which eased cooperation between the various Mujahideen groups.
The Mujahideen were true volunteers – unpaid warriors who fought to protect their faith and
community first and their nation next. As true volunteers, fighting for their Qawm and religion, the
Mujahideen looked down on the professional soldier (asker) as a simple mercenary who was
either the victim of a press gang or too stupid to ply any other trade.4 This disdain did not attach
to the professional officer, who enjoyed a great deal of prestige.Afghanistan was not a guerrilla
war ala Mao Tse Tung or Vo Nguyen Giap. The Mujahideen were not trying to force a new
ideology and government on a land. Rather, they fought to defend their Qawm and their religion
against a hostile ideology, an atheistic value system, an oppressive central government and a
foreign invader. It was a spontaneous defense of community values and a traditional way of life
by individual groups initially unconnected to national or international political organizations.5The
Great Game6Russian expansionism and empire building in Central Asia began in 1734 and
Moscow’s interest in Afghanistan was apparent by the late 1830s. The Great Game described
the British and Russian struggle for influence along the unsettled northern frontier of British India
and in the entire region between Russia and India. Afghanistan lay directly in this contested area
between two empires. Russia described her motives in the Great Game as simply to abolish the
slave trade and to establish order and control along her southern border. The British, however,
viewing Russian absorption of the lands of the Caucasus, Georgia, Khirgiz, Turkmens, Khiva
and Bukhara, claimed to feel threatened by the presence of a large, expanding empire near
India and ascribed different Russian motives. The British stated that Russian motives were to
weaken British power and to gain access to a warm-water port. Britain claimed that her own
actions were to protect the frontiers of British India.The Great Game spilled into Afghanistan
when British forces invaded during the First Anglo-Afghan War (1839–1842). Britain claimed that
the invasion was supposed to counter Russian influence. After hard fighting, the British withdrew.
By 1869, the Russian empire reached the banks of the Amu Darya (Oxus) river – the northern
border of Afghanistan. This caused additional British concern. In 1878, the arrival of a special
Russian diplomatic mission to Kabul led to another British invasion and the Second Anglo-



Afghan War. The British Army again withdrew. In the Anglo-Russian Treaty of 1907, the Russians
agreed that Afghanistan lay outside its sphere of interest and agreed to confer with Britain on all
matters relating to Russian-Afghan relations. In return, Britain agreed not to occupy or annex any
part of Afghanistan nor interfere in the internal affairs of that country. Although the Amir of
Afghanistan refused to recognize the treaty, Russia and Britain agreed to its terms and honored
them until 1919 when Afghan troops crossed into British India, seized a village and attempted to
raise a popular revolt in the area. The British responded with yet another invasion and the Third
Anglo-Afghan War. The political settlement resulted in Afghanistan’s full independence from
Great Britain.Afghanistan’s foreign policy from 1919 until 1978 balanced the demands of her
immediate neighbors, and external powers such as the United States, Germany and Great
Britain. Normal relations with her northern neighbor, the Soviet Union, led to increased Soviet
investment and presence in Afghanistan.In April 1978, a small leftist group of Soviet-trained
Afghan officers seized control of the government and founded the Democratic Republic of
Afghanistan, a client state of the Soviet Union. Civil war broke out in Afghanistan. The putsch
installed President Nur M. Taraki, a Marxist who announced sweeping programs of land
distribution, changed status for women and the destruction of the old Afghanistan social
structure. Disregarding the national social structure and mores, the new government enjoyed
little popular support. The wobbly Taraki government was almost immediately met by increased
armed resistance as the Mujahideen ranks grew. In 1978, religious leaders, in response to
popular uprisings across Afghanistan, issued statements of jihad (holy war) against the
communist regime. This was an appeal to the supranational identity of all Afghans – a fight to
defend the faith of Islam. The combat readiness of the Army of the Democratic Republic of
Afghanistan plunged as government purges swept the officer corps. Soldiers, units and entire
regiments deserted to the resistance and by the end of 1979, the actual strength of the Afghan
Army was less than half of its authorized 90,000. In March 1979, the city of Herat revolted and
most of the Afghan 17th Infantry Division mutinied and joined the rebellion. Forces loyal to Taraki
reoccupied the city after the Afghan Air Force bombed the city and the 17th Division. Thousands
of people reportedly died in the fighting, including some Soviet citizens.Soviet InterventionThe
Soviet-Afghan War began over the issue of control. The Democratic Republic of Afghanistan
was nominally a socialist state governed by a communist party. However, the state only
controlled some of the cities, while tribal elders and clan chiefs controlled the countryside.
Furthermore, the communist party of Afghanistan was split into two hostile factions. The factions
spent more time fighting each other than trying to establish socialism in Afghanistan. In
September 1979, Taraki’s Prime Minister, Hafizullah Amin, seized power and murdered Taraki.
Amin’s rule proved no better and the Soviet Union watched this new communist state spin out of
control. Meanwhile, units of the army mutinied, civil war broke out, cities and villages rose in
revolt and Afghanistan began to slip away from Moscow’s control and influence. Leonid
Brezhnev, the aged Soviet General Secretary, saw that direct military intervention was the only
way to prevent his client state from disintegrating into complete chaos. He decided to



intervene.The obvious models for intervention were Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in
1968. The Soviet General Staff planned the Afghanistan invasion based on these models.
However, there was a significant difference that the Soviet planners missed. Afghanistan was
embroiled in a civil war and a coup de main would only gain control of the central government,
not the countryside. Although participating military units were briefed at the last minute, the
Soviet Christmas Eve invasion of 1979 was masterfully planned and well-executed. The Soviets
seized the government, killed the president and put their own man in his place. According to
some Russian sources, they planned to stabilize the situation, strengthen the army and then
withdraw the majority of Soviet forces within three years. The Soviet General Staff planned to
leave all fighting in the hands of the army of the Democratic Republic. But Afghanistan was in full
revolt, the dispirited Afghan army was unable to cope, and the specter of defeat following a
Soviet withdrawal haunted the Politburo. Invasion and overthrow of the government proved much
easier than fighting the hundreds of ubiquitous guerrilla groups. The Soviet Army was trained for
large-scale, rapid tempo operations. They were not trained for the platoon leaders’ war of finding
and closing with small, indigenous forces which would only stand and fight when the terrain and
circumstances were to their advantage.Back in the Soviet Union, there was no one in charge
and all decisions were committee decisions made by the collective leadership. General
Secretary Brezhnev became incapacitated in 1980 but did not die until November 1982. He was
succeeded by the ailing Yuri Andropov. General Secretary Andropov lasted less than two years
and was succeeded by the faltering Konstantin Chernenko in February 1984. General Secretary
Chernenko died in March 1985. Although the military leadership kept recommending withdrawal,
during this “twilight of the general secretaries” no one was making any major decisions as to the
conduct and outcome of the war in Afghanistan. The war bumped on at its own pace. Finally,
Mikhail Gorbachev came to power. His first instinct was to order military victory in Afghanistan
within a year. Following this bloodiest year of the war, Gorbachev realized that the Soviets could
not win in Afghanistan without unacceptable international and internal repercussions and began
to cast about for a way to withdraw with dignity. United Nations negotiators provided that avenue
and by 15 October 1988, the first half of the Soviet withdrawal was complete. On 15 February
1989, the last Soviet forces withdrew from Afghanistan. Soviet force commitment, initially
assessed as requiring several months, lasted over nine years and required increasing numbers
of forces. The Soviet Union reportedly killed 1.3 million people and forced 5.5 million Afghans (a
third of the prewar population) to leave the country as refugees. Another 2 million Afghans were
forced to migrate within the country. The country has yet to recover.Initially the Mujahideen were
all local residents who took arms and banded together into large, rather unwieldy, forces to seize
the local district capitols and loot their arms rooms. The DRA countered these efforts where it
could and Mujahideen began to coalesce into much smaller groups centered around the rural
village. These small groups were armed with a variety of weapons from swords and flintlock
muskets to British bolt-action rifles and older Soviet and Soviet-bloc weapons provided to
Afghanistan over the years. The guerrilla commanders were usually influential villagers who



already had a leadership role in the local area. Few had any professional military experience.
Rebellion was wide-spread, but uncoordinated since the resistance was formed along tribal and
ethnic lines.The Soviet invasion changed the nature of the Mujahideen resistance. Afghanistan’s
neighbors, Pakistan and Iran, nervously regarded the advance of the Soviet Army to their
borders and began providing training and material support to the Mujahideen. The United
States, Peoples Republic of China, Britain, France, Italy, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and the United
Arab Emirates began funneling military, humanitarian and financial aid to the Mujahideen
through Pakistan. Pakistan’s assessment was that the Soviet Union had come to Afghanistan to
stay and it was in Pakistan’s best interests to support those Mujahideen who would never accept
the Soviet presence. The Pakistan Inter-Services Intelligence Agency (ISI) began to funnel aid
through various Afghan political factions headquartered in Pakistan. Eventually there were seven
major Afghan factions receiving aid. The politics of these factions were determined by their
leaders’ religious convictions – three of which were Islamic moderates and four of which were
Islamic fundamentalists. Pakistan required that the various ethnic and tribal Mujahideen groups
join one of the factions in order to receive aid. Over time, this provided the leaders of these
factions with political power which they used to dominate the politics of post-communist
Afghanistan. The Pakistani authorities favored the most-fundamentalist groups and rewarded
them accordingly. This aid distribution gave the Afghan religious leaders unprecedented power
in the conduct of the war. It also undermined the traditional authority of the tribal and village
leaders.The Mujahideen were unpaid volunteers with family responsibilities. This meant that
they were part-time warriors and that spoils of war played a major role in military actions.
Mujahideen sold mostly captured weapons and equipment in the bazaars to support their
families. As the war progressed, mobile Mujahideen groups emerged. The mobile Mujahideen
groups were larger and consisted of young (under 25), unmarried, better-trained warriors.
Sometimes the mobile Mujahideen were paid. The mobile Mujahideen ranged over a much
larger area of operations than the local Mujahideen and were more responsive to the plans and
desires of the factions.The strategic struggle for Afghanistan was a fight to strangle the other’s
logistics. The Mujahideen targeted the Soviet lines of communication – the crucial road network
over which the Soviet supplies had to travel. The Soviet attack on the Mujahideen logistics was
two phased. From 1980 until 1985, the Soviets sought to eliminate Mujahideen support in the
rural countryside. They bombed granaries and rural villages, destroyed crops and irrigation
systems, mined pastures and fields, destroyed herds and launched sweeps through rural areas
– conscripting young men and destroying the infrastructure. The Soviet leadership, believing
Mao Tse Tung’s dictum that the guerrilla lives in the population like a fish in water, decided to kill
the fish by draining off the water.7 As a result, Afghanistan became a nation of refugees as more
than seven million rural residents fled to the relative safety of neighboring Pakistan and Iran or to
the cities of Afghanistan. This Soviet effort denied rural support to the Mujahideen, since the
villagers had left and most of the food now had to be carried along with weapons and
ammunition and materials of war. The Mujahideen responded by establishing logistics bases



inside Afghanistan. The Soviet fight from 1985 to withdrawal was to find and destroy these
bases.Terrain, as any infantryman knows, is the ultimate shaper of the battlefield. Afghanistan’s
terrain is varied and challenging. It is dominated by towering mountains and forbidding desert.
Yet it also has lush forests of larch, aspen and juniper. It has tangled “green zones” – irrigated
areas thick with trees, vines, crops, irrigation ditches and tangled vegetation. It has flat plains full
of wheat and swampy terraces which grow delicious long-grained rice. It is not ideal terrain for a
mechanized force dependent on fire power, secure lines of communication and high-technology.
It is terrain where the mountain warrior, using ambush sites inherited from his ancestors, can
inflict “death from a thousand cuts”. The terrain dictates different tactics, force structure and
equipment from those of conventional war.This book is not a complete history of the Soviet-
Afghan War. Rather, it is a series of combat vignettes as recalled by the Mujahideen participants.
It is not a book about right or wrong. Rather, it is a book about survival against the overwhelming
firepower and technological might of a superpower. This is the story of combat from the
guerrilla’s perspective. It is the story of brave people who fought without hope of winning
because it was the right thing to do.About the BookAuthor Les Grau regularly travels back and
forth to Russia. He received a book from the History of Military Art department at the Frunze
Combined Arms Academy in Moscow. The book was intended for students’ classroom use only
and, as such, shows both the good and the bad. With Frunze Academy permission, Les
translated this book and added commentary before it was published by NDU Press as The Bear
Went Over the Mountain: Soviet Combat Tactics in Afghanistan. Author Ali Jalali helped in the
editing process. “The Bear” showed the tactics of the Soviets, but the Mujahideen tactics were
absent. Charlie Cuthbertson and Dick Voltz of the USMC in Quantico agreed that both sides
needed to be presented and sent Ali and Les to Pakistan and Afghanistan to interview
Mujahideen commanders for a companion volume.Author Ali Jalali has the perfect credentials to
do this book. Ali was a Colonel in the Afghan Army and taught at the Afghan Military Academy
and Army Staff College. His foreign education included the Infantry Officer’s Advanced Course
at Fort Benning, Georgia; the British Army Staff College at Camberley; and the Soviet Frunze
Academy. Many of Ali’s officer students were key resistance figures. Ali was also a member of
the resistance and an accredited journalist during the conflict. Now Ali works as a journalist and
has covered Afghanistan and Central Asia over the last 15 years. Ali is respected by all the
factions and has exceptional entre to the Mujahideen.Ali and Les arrived in Pakistan in
September 1996 and were preparing to go into Afghanistan when the Taliban advance on Kabul
closed the borders to American citizens. Ali interviewed some 40 Mujahideen during a month in
Peshawar, Quetta, and Islamabad, Pakistan. Our colleague, Major Nasrullah Safi, conducted
interviews for another two months inside Afghanistan for this book. The interviews are the basis
of this book. In those interviews where we have several sources for the same vignette or where
we have lots of supporting written reports and material, we have written the vignette in the third
person. In those cases where the person interviewed is the primary source, we have written the
vignette in the first person. The vignettes are arranged chronologically by type of action.



Occasionally, when the actions occur at the same place over time, we lump those actions
together instead of chronologically. We have tried to make the book as accurate as possible, but
realize that time and retelling may have altered some of the facts. We have limited the span of
the book from the Soviet invasion until their withdrawal. The war started before the Soviet
invasion and continued long after their departure. We plan to write about these battles in a future
book.We used edition 2-DMA series U611 1:100,000 maps from the U.S. Defense Mapping
Agency for the final preparation of the material. For those who wish to consult the map sheets,
map sheet numbers are given with each vignette. We have numbered each vignette within the
chapter and started each chapter with a country map showing the rough location of each
vignette. The interviews were long and exhaustive, so many details are available. Many of the
interviews were conducted at different times and places, with different people who had been
part of the same battle or operation. This allowed us to check and compare details and
sequences of events. Map elevations are given in meters. Contour intervals are not consistent
and merely show elevation. Place and name spelling is based on Ali Jalali’s best transliteration
efforts. Consistency in spelling is difficult when two alphabets are involved – some spellings are
different than in other books on Afghanistan. Although the Mujahideen always say ‘Russian’
instead of ‘Soviet’, we have used ‘Soviet’ throughout unless it is a direct quote.We use Russian
map graphics on the maps. The Afghan Army used the Soviet graphics system and most
Mujahideen were familiar with them. Russian graphics are more “user friendly” (flexible and
illustrative) than Western graphics. The Russians can show the sequential development of an
action by adding times or identifying lines to their graphics. These lines are explained in the
legend. A table of Russian map graphics is located in the back of the book.Next: Chapter 1:
AmbushesFootnotes1. Ali A. Jalali, “Clashes of Ideas and Interests in Afghanistan”, paper given
at the Institute of World Politics, Washington, D.C., July 1995, page 4. [return]2. ibid, 3. [return]3.
ibid, 4. [return]4. Oliver Roy, The Failure of Political Islam, Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1994, page 158–159. [return]5. Jalali, 1. [return]6. Section derived from Richard F. Nyrop and
Donald M. Seekins (editors), Afghanistan: A Country Study, Fifth edition, Washington: US
Government Printing Office, 1986, 22–73 and Peter Hopkirk, The Great Game, New York:
Kodansha International, 1994. [return]7. Claude Malhauret, Afghan Alternative Seminar,
Monterey, California, November 1993. [return]Chapter 1: AmbushesThe ambush is a favorite
tactic of the guerrilla since it allows him to mass forces covertly, attack the enemy, seize needed
supplies and retreat before the enemy can effectively react. The ambush has long been part of
the Afghan warrior tradition and has been a key feature of historic Afghan warfare – whether
fighting other tribes, the British or the government. The Mujahideen ambush served to attack the
Soviet/DRA lines of communication, provided needed supplies, and forced the bulk of Soviet/
DRA maneuver forces to perform security missions. Logistics were key to the conduct of the
Soviet/Afghan War and Mujahideen ambushes threatened the resupply of Soviet and DRA
forces and limited the number of Soviet troops that could be deployed into the country. The
Mujahideen ambush was their most effective counter to Soviet/DRA military activity and



threatened the ability of the Soviets and DRA to prosecute the war.Vignette 1Ambushes at the
Mamur Hotel1by Commander Mohammad Akbar2A day seldom passed without a clash
between the Mujahideen and the Soviets or DRA in Logar Province. In the summer of 1980, my
group set an ambush to attack a supply column of Soviet and DRA forces moving from Kabul to
Gardez on highway 157. At that time, the populace had not migrated from the area and it was full
of people. The Mujahideen had contacts in the government who reported on the movement of
columns along the main highway. This was to be our first attack on a major column on this
highway following the Soviet invasion. The ambush site was located around the Pul-e Qandahari
junction with the main highway. At this point, the Logar River comes within 200 meters of the
highway to the east, and the Kuh-e Mohammad Agha hills rise some 700 meters over the
highway to the west. Ten kilometers to the south, the road runs through a steep gorge where
vehicles cannot easily turn back. We had 50 Mujahideen armed with Mosin-Nagant carbines,
Enfield rifles and two RPG-7s. Our leader, Commander Hayat, divided our men into three groups
and put one group in the Bini Shirafghan ruins some 70 meters west of the road. He put the
second group to the east of the road around the Mamur Hotel and put the third group to the east
in Pul-e Qandahari facing the Mohammad Agha High School. Our ambush occupied a two-
kilometer stretch. At this time, I was the late Commander Hayat’s deputy commander,
commanding the Pul-e Qandahari positions.Commander Hayat ordered that the attack would
start when the end of the column reached the Bini Shirafghan ruins. The DRA column came. It
had about 100 vehicles carrying food, ammunition and fuel. There were quite a few POL tankers
in the column. We let it pass and, as the end of the column reached the ruins, we started to
attack at the end of the column. In those days, convoy escort was very weak and air support was
insufficient. There was practically no resistance or reaction to our attack from the column. Even
the APCs which were escorting the column were passive. We left our positions and started
moving up the column, firing as we went, and damaged or destroyed almost all the vehicles. We
had no casualties. I don’t know how many DRA casualties there were, but we wounded many
drivers who the government evacuated later. We left the area promptly after the ambush.The
area around the Mamur Hotel was ideal for an ambush and we, and other Mujahideen groups,
used it often. In September 1981, we set an ambush at the Mamur Hotel and in Pul-e Qandahari
facing the high school. The Mamur Hotel group was commanded by the noted HIH commander
Doctor Abdul Wali Khayat and the Pul-e Qandahari position was commanded by my
commander, the late Commander Hayat. There were some 35 Mujahideen armed with AK-47
rifles and three RPG-7s. The ambush site occupied about one kilometer of roadway. When the
column arrived, we destroyed twelve trucks and captured three intact. The three trucks were
large, heavy-duty, eight-cylinder trucks and they were loaded with beans, rice and military boots.
We needed all this gear. We also captured two 76mm field guns and a heavier gun that I don’t
know the type or caliber. We did not have any Mujahideen casualties.In July 1982, the late
Doctor Wali Khayat set an ambush near the Mamur Hotel. A Soviet column, moving supplies
from Kabul to Gardez, entered the ambush kill zone. During the attack, one Mujahideen fired an



RPG-7 at an escorting APC. It hit the APC and a Soviet officer jumped out of the damaged APC
and took cover. The officer was wounded. While the fighting was going on, the column sped up
and left the ambush area – and left the officer behind. Doctor Abdul Wali Khayat fired at the
position where the Soviet officer was. The Soviet officer returned fire with his AK-74. Doctor
Khayat fired again and wounded the Soviet officer a second time – this time in the hand. The
Soviet officer dropped his AK-74 and took out his pistol. Doctor Khayat threw a hand grenade at
the officer and killed him. Then he crossed the road and took his AK-74 and his Makarov pistol.
He left the body where it lay and the Mujahideen left the ambush site.The next day the Soviets
returned in a column from Kabul. They cordoned off the area and searched the houses around
Mohammad Agha District headquarters and the town of Kotubkhel. They went house to house
looking for their missing officer. HIH commander Sameh Jan was in Kotubkhel at that time. He
coordinated and organized the actions of all the Mujahideen factions which were caught in the
cordon. There were about 150 Mujahideen caught in the cordon. The Mujahideen began
attacking the searching Soviets. They launched sudden, surprise attacks in the close streets and
alleys of the villages and in the spaces between the villages. The fighting was often at point-
blank range. The fighting began in the morning and continued until the late afternoon. Soviet
casualties are unknown but we think that they were heavy. The Mujahideen captured four
AK-74s. Mujahideen casualties were seven KIA including Sameh Jan. Most of the dead
Mujahideen had run out of ammunition. The Soviets captured the weapons of the dead
Mujahideen including some AK-47s, a Goryunov machine gun, an RPG-7 and a few AK-74s
captured from the Soviets in the past. As the Soviets got involved in fighting, they stopped
searching. As daylight waned, the Soviets disengaged, took their dead and withdrew back to
Kabul. They did find and evacuate the body of their officer who Doctor Khayat killed the day
before. It was still lying where he was killed.Vignette 2Yet Another Ambush at the Mamur
Hotel3by Toryalai Hemat4My mobile regiment fought in many provinces in Afghanistan during
the war. One of our battles was in Mohammad Agha District of Logar Province. The Jihad began
here attacking columns between Gardez and Kabul. This action occurred on 8 July 1986. It was
a joint action with the HIH Mujahideen commanded by Doctor Wali Khayat and was reported in
the media. It was a small ambush involving 13 Mujahideen armed with two RPG-7s, one PK
machine gun and 10 AK-47s. Seven of the Mujahideen were my men and six were HIH. We set
the ambush in Kotubkhel near the Mamur Hotel which sits beside the main highway. I split the
force into two groups. I put a six-man group on the east side of the road along the Logar River
bank. At this point the river is some 40 meters from the road and some two meters lower than the
surrounding ground. This site is by the hotel. I put my seven-man group on the west side of the
road on high ground. This site is a little further to the south, about 150 meters from the hotel. The
high ground is known as Gumbazo Mazogani by the locals. There was an RPG-7 at both sites.
We had instructed the group that if the column came from Kabul the furthest group (the western
group on the high ground) would fire first to get the column into the kill zone. That would be the
river site’s signal to fire. We prepared our high ground positions in a ditch which was not visible



from the road. It is some 200 meters from the road. We camouflaged our positions well.Our base
was three kilometers southeast of Mohamad Agha south of the village of Qala-e Shahi near
Ahmadzi Kala. We moved from Ahmadzi Kala at midnight. It took us one hour to reach the
ambush site. I was with the western group. We took our positions in the ditch. At that time, there
was fighting in Paktia Province, Jajai District and the enemy was moving reinforcements to the
area. In the morning, a reinforcing column came. We opened fire when it reached us and the
eastern ambush site opened up as well. We destroyed or damaged two armored vehicles, three
jeeps and eight trucks. Some trucks turned back to Kabul and others were abandoned. There
were some intact abandoned trucks outside the kill zone. Dead and wounded lay on the ground.
Only damaged vehicles were left in the kill zone. We had no casualties. In one of the jeeps we
found some movie projectors. We also captured 11 AKs, two pistols and one heavy machine gun
(which was mounted on an armored vehicle). We took what we could and split the spoils. HIH
got all the projectors. We left and went to Wazir Kala some four kilometers away. Helicopter
gunships came and fired at our old positions. Four Soviet helicopters came and took away their
dead and wounded. We stayed in Wazir Kala for two or three hours. The helicopters were
bombing and strafing the positions all of this time. In the late afternoon, when everything settled
down, we returned to the area to search and see what was left. We removed the heavy machine
gun and projectors at this time. We stopped a passing bus and asked the passengers for
matches. At first they refused, not wanting to be accomplices, so we searched their pockets and
got some matches and set fire to the damaged vehicles. Two days later, the Soviets sent a force
to search our old positions. Of the 13 men in the ambush, only Baryali, Asef of HIH and I
survived the war.Commentary: Both the Soviets and Mujahideen set patterns. The Mujahideen
use the Mamur Hotel ambush site over and over again, yet apparently the Soviets or DRA
seldom dismounted troops to search the area to spoil the ambush or to try to set a counter-
ambush. This last example is from 1986, yet there seems to be no learning curve on the part of
the Soviets. Air support is tardy, artillery fire is unavailable and there is no reserve to move
against the ambush. Aggressive patrolling, specially-trained counter-ambush forces and priority
counter-ambush intelligence are lacking. The standard Soviet/DRA counter-ambush techniques
include an aerial patrol in front of the column, an engineer sweep in front of the column looking
for mines, armored vehicles in the front of the column, occasional armored vehicles throughout
the column and a robust rear guard. Once hit, the armored vehicles in the column would return
fire while the soft-skin vehicles tried to drive out of the kill zone. Seldom would the ambushed
force dismount forces to clear the ambush site and pursue the ambush party.The Mujahideen
did vary ambush positions in the same ambush site. Their primary concern was to hit the column
where it was weakest – usually in the middle or rear – unless the purpose was to bottle up the
column. In most ambushes, a small number of highly-mobile Mujahideen were able to move and
attack with little logistic support, but were unable to conduct a sustained fight. The RPG-7 was
probably the most effective weapon of the Mujahideen. When used at close quarters with the
element of surprise, it was devastating.In this region, Mujahideen ambushes occupied a very



wide front. This was a function of the open terrain and the spacing between convoy vehicles.
Convoy SOP was to maintain 100 meters or more between vehicles. In order to have enough
vehicles in the kill zone to make the ambush worthwhile, the Mujahideen had to constitute a kill
zone much bigger than that employed by most Western armies.Vignette 3Ambush South of the
Tangi Waghjan Gorge5by Haji Sayed Mohammad Hanif6In May 1981, we joined other
Mujahideen for an ambush in Kolangar District, Logar Province. We were 11 Mujahideen with an
RPG-7, seven Kalashnikovs and two Enfields. We moved into the area the night before, spent
the night in a village and set up our ambush site the next morning north of Kolangar District
Headquarters. We were told that a column was coming from Kabul to Gardez, and so we had
time to set up during the daylight before the column arrived, since the convoys always left Kabul
in the morning well after dawn. Kabul is about 50 kilometers north of the ambush site. We set our
ambush just south of the Tangi Waghjan Gorge. There, the river continues to run parallel to the
road and restricts maneuver while providing better firing positions for the ambush force. We had
a collapsed electric pylon that we stretched across the road as a roadblock. We put in an RPG
firing position for Mulla Latif,7 our RPG gunner, and put two other Mujahideen on the edge of the
river in positions. Then we set up the rest of our positions and went to some nearby houses for
breakfast. At that time we were so popular with the population that we didn’t have to worry about
supplies and the people were always feeding us in their homes or sending us prepared food.
Mulla Latif left his RPG at the ambush position since the people were moving about freely and
would keep an eye on things.As we were leisurely enjoying our breakfast, some people came
into the house and said that the convoy was coming from the north. This was at about 1000
hours. While we were running to our positions, the lead tank in the column came to our
roadblock. The tank driver stopped his tank, got out of the tank and moved the barrier. He had
gotten back into his tank and driven past as we reached our positions. Mulla Latif was breathing
heavily as he picked up his RPG-7 and fired at the next tank. His first shot missed. He reloaded,
fired again and missed again. He was still breathing too heavily to aim accurately. He then
reloaded, jumped out of position, and ran down to the road. He then sat down in the middle of
road and fired at the tank from close range. He hit the tank this time and it burst into flames. The
column was just coming out of the narrow Tangi Waghjan Gorge. This burning tank stopped the
convoy since there was no room to maneuver or pass. Other Mujahideen from other areas and
groups ran to the area and moved up the gorge by the trapped column and started firing at the
vehicles. There was not much resistance from this supply convoy. The column consisted of 150
to 200 trucks full of many things such as food and furniture. Whatever we could take away, we
did. Hundreds of Mujahideen came and looted the column. We captured 15 trucks for my group
which we eventually moved to our base in Durow canyon. We torched the vehicles we could not
take and left the area around 1300 hours. After we had finished, helicopters and aircraft came
and bombed some areas around the ambush site. Despite our lack of warning when the lead
vehicle came toward our ambush site, the ambush turned out well.There is a reason why we
were not in our positions when the column came. Prior to any ambush, we would select and



prepare our ambush positions, but we would not occupy them since helicopters would always
overfly the route ahead of the convoy looking for ambushes and roadblocks. Normally, we would
not put out the roadblock until after the flyover, but for some reason this time we did. The
helicopter flyover was our usual tip-off that the convoy was coming, and our signal to put out the
roadblock and occupy our positions. The helicopters did not do their road sweep in front of this
particular convoy. I later learned why the helicopters were absent. DRA President Barbak Karmal
was flying to Moscow that day and so the DRA had imposed a “no fly zone” over Kabul. This
meant that helicopters were either grounded or had to refuel at Ghazni. The helicopters were not
available to do the sweep.Commentary: The Mujahideen were quick to key on Soviet and DRA
tactical patterns and procedures and came to rely on them. As a result, Mujahideen reactions to
these patterns were often stereotyped, but the Soviets and DRA evidently did not always pick up
on Mujahideen patterns or ensure that the relevant tactical commanders got the word. In this
case, the Tangi Waghjan Gorge is an obvious choke point and ambush area. The convoy
commander needed to send reconnaissance/security elements ahead of the convoy to secure
the gorge’s entry, high ground and exit prior to moving the convoy into the gorge, but did not. His
lead armored vehicle spotted the roadblock and removed it. This should have served as a
warning, but the convoy commander already had the leading part of the convoy driving through
the gorge.Depending on initial vehicle interval and the commander’s ability to stop the convoy
from bunching up, some 70 to 150 vehicles may have been caught in the three-kilometer gorge.
The drivers were dependent on firepower to rescue them, but the convoy was unable to bring
firepower to bear to save their column.Helicopters have an important role in convoy security, not
only as scouts, but as a rapid reaction force and as a lift force to move security elements from
one piece of dominant high ground to the next. The lack of helicopters deprived the convoy of
needed warning and firepower.The Mujahideen needed radios and early warning pickets to alert
ambush forces about the approach of convoys and aircraft. At this point of the war, few
Mujahideen had tactical radio communications.Vignette 4Ambush at Kanday8by Doctor
Mohammad Sadeq9We fought the DRA and Soviets for control of the Kunar Valley. The area
borders Pakistan and is very mountainous and forested. Many of the mountains are over 5,000
meters high and are permanently snowcapped. We operated in Shewa District along the Kunar
River. There, the mountains are not as high and the key terrain feature is the Kunar River and the
highway which parallels it. In September 1982, we ambushed a supply column which was
traveling from Jalalabad to Kunar. The column was about eight kilometers in length. I had 22
Mujahideen armed with two RPG-7s, four AK-47 Kalashnikovs and 16 bolt-action Enfield rifles.I
set up the ambush on the high ground north of the Kunar River at Kanday. I divided my force into
a support group and an ambush and attack group. The support group was on the high ground,
while the ambush and attack group was below them next to the road. When the column came,
we let it pass. I wanted to attack near the end of the column. As the head of the column reached
Ziraybaba, which is six kilometers northeast of Kanday, a contact signaled us. We then opened
fire on the column with our RPGs. An armored vehicle turned off and left the road to fire at us. It



hit an anti-tank mine that we had planted there. We also hit it with RPG-7 fire. We also hit a ZIL
truck. Our action split the convoy. Half of the convoy went on to Kunar and the rest returned to
Jalalabad. We didn’t have enough fire power to continue the fight, so we withdrew. Besides
taking out the armored vehicle and truck, we killed six enemy. I had one Mujahideen
wounded.Commentary: Deciding where to ambush a long convoy is usually driven by
geography, intent and escape routes. The Soviet/DRA convoy commander was primarily
concerned with not being on the road at night and delivering the bulk of his cargo on time. He did
not want to fight a long, involved battle with guerrillas. If the terrain at the ambush site is very
constricted, the guerrilla may want to attack the head of the convoy and block the route with a
combination of a roadblock and burning vehicles. If the convoy has armored vehicles and
engineer vehicles concentrated to the front of the convoy, the guerrilla may want to attack the
middle or tail of the convoy with the hope that the convoy commander will not divert a great deal
of combat power back to deal with his attack. If the guerrilla is after supplies, the middle of the
convoy is best if he can isolate a piece of the middle, since most convoys have a rear guard. In
this case, the purpose of the ambush was to harass, not to capture supplies. The ambush site
was fairly constricted due to the proximity of the river and road to the high ground, but it still
allowed armored vehicles to turn around in the area. The ambush commander decided to attack
toward the rear of the convoy, but far enough forward to avoid the rear guard.Vignette 5Ambush
on the Jalalabad-Asadabad Road10by LTC Haji Mohammad Rahim11The Jalalabad-Asadabad
road runs right by the mouth of the Babur Valley (which we nicknamed Islamdara – the Valley of
Islam). I had my base in the valley with 150 Mujahideen, one 82mm recoilless rifle, three DShK
heavy machine guns, a Goryunov medium machine gun, five RPG-7s, some Kalashnikovs and
some Enfields. I decided to set the ambush at the mouth of the valley. It was December 1984.
The area is perfect for an ambush. The mouth of the valley allows a U-shaped ambush with a
1000-meter kill zone. The forested valley allows a quick escape into the forested mountains. I
positioned the DShK machine guns on the high ground and put the five RPGs and the recoilless
rifle close to the road. I had three positions for my force – the bottom of Spereh Ghar facing
southwest, the valley floor and the ridge of Shunkolay Ghar facing south and southeast. I put
myself in the center in the valley floor position where I could best control the ambush. I had good
fields of fire to both sides of the ambush site. The terrain is close and prevented the enemy from
massing fires against the ambush. The river prevented the enemy from maneuvering effectively
against the site. The withdrawal routes are covered.A supply convoy came from Jalalabad. We
let part of it pass to attack the middle of the convoy. When we opened fire, the enemy was hit
from three directions. We destroyed three armored vehicles and one truck fully loaded with
melons and other fruit and one truck full of boxes of cash. Some enemy tried to flee, but were
trapped by the river which has many channels in this area. The money truck caught on fire and
some of the money was burned, but we took what we could and later I made it a payday for
everyone. I still have some of those burnt notes and someday I will cash them in for some good
ones. The enemy tried to fight back and maneuver against us, but he could not find any



favorable positions. Eventually, enemy helicopter gunships came and forced us out of position.
Our concealed withdrawal routes through the trees protected us from the gunships. Sameh Jan
Hejran from Chakdara was killed. He was a teacher. I also had one WIA. The enemy losses are
unknown since they evacuated their dead. The following day, the DRA came and towed the
damaged armored vehicles away.Commentary: The Mujahideen were unpaid volunteers, so the
money truck was a real boon. Mujahideen still had to support their families, so normally all heavy
weapons and 1/5th of the loot from an ambush or raid went to the commander. The other 4/5ths
was divided among the Mujahideen combatants. Some Mujahideen would take their captured
Kalashnikovs to Pakistan where they would sell them and give the money to their families to live
on. Governments supporting the Mujahideen would buy the weapons in Pakistan’s bazaars and
give them to Mujahideen faction leaders for distribution.LTC Rahim’s military professionalism
shows throughout this vignette. His ambush lay down is by the book and very effective. He might
have blown the bridge in the middle of the kill zone, but that would have meant that a guarded
bridge repair crew would be near his base camp for an indefinite period of time impeding his
freedom of movement.Vignette 6No-Pula Ambush12by Commander Sofi Lai Gul13In December
1980, I led a group of 12 Mujahideen in an ambush on the Kabul-Charikar highway at No-Pula,
near Qara Bagh. We were armed with Kalashnikov rifles and two RPG-7s. I selected the ambush
site at a point where orchards and other vegetation provide covered approaches to the road and
offered concealed positions for the ambush team.14 We left our base at Farza, some ten
kilometers to the west, long before daybreak to arrive at the ambush site before sunrise. I
deployed my force into two ambush positions near the road and placed a three-man flank
security team on the road which intersected with the main highway.About 0900 hours, an enemy
column of trucks, jeeps and armored vehicles arrived. As the head of the column passed our
ambush position kill zone, we opened fire on the convoy and destroyed one of the leading tanks
with a direct hit by RPG-7. As the convoy unsuccessfully scurried to take cover, our fire
destroyed a jeep and an APC. Explosions in the disabled vehicles set some trucks on fire. The
enemy returned fire but failed to use its infantry to attack us directly. The action continued for
less than an hour. When enemy aircraft arrived over the ambush site, we broke contact and
pulled out through the green zone. We had no casualties, while we destroyed or damaged one
tank, one APC, one jeep and eight trucks.Commentary: The Mujahideen group achieved
surprise by deploying in the dark and using the covered area close to the road for the ambush.
The small number of the Mujahideen limited its action to one strike, after which they had to pull
out. Failure to act decisively cost the convoy several vehicles and allowed the Mujahideen to slip
away unscathed. The passive response of the Soviets caught in ambush often was due to the
fact that they were carrying very few infantry in their escorting personnel carriers.The cover
provided by the orchards and vegetation that flanked both sides of the Kabul-Charikar highway
helped the Mujahideen lay successful ambushes. Later in the war, the Soviets destroyed the
roadside orchards and villages to prevent the Mujahideen from using them in their
ambushes.Vignette 7Two Convoys in the Kill Zone15by Toryalai Hemat16In the summer of



1986, the Soviets and DRA were moving lots of reinforcements and supplies to Paktia Province.
We set an ambush on Highway 157 south of Mohammad Agha District headquarters on the 12th
of July. This was four days after an ambush at the Mamur Hotel. I sited the ambush along a two-
kilometer stretch between Qala-e Shekhak and Dehe Naw. Qala-e Shekhak is six kilometers
south of Mohammad Agha and Dehe Naw is three kilometers further south from Qala-e
Shekhak. There was a DRA outpost at Qala-e Shekhak, so we started our ambush a kilometer
south of the outpost. The outpost was surrounded by mines and the DRA seldom left the
outpost. I felt that the DRA might shoot at us, but would not attack from the outpost.I had 35
Mujahideen in my group. I divided them into four groups – a northern containment group, an
ambush group, a southern security group and a support group. The northern containment group
was to fire on the DRA outpost to prevent them from interfering with our ambush. The ambush
group would attack the convoy from close up. The southern security group would occupy a
position at Dehe Naw to protect our southern flank and prevent the arrival of reinforcements from
the south. These three groups were armed with AK-47s, PK machine guns and RPGs. The
support group had one 82mm mortar and a Goryunov machine gun.17 I positioned the support
group on the east bank of the Logar River behind the ambush group. All the groups were on the
east side of the road. We moved from Ahmadzi Qala before dawn and occupied our ambush
positions.We did not have any advance information on the movement of columns, but there were
enough columns moving to Paktia. At this time, there was usually a daily column, so it was a free
hunt. There were many petrol tankers in these convoys. They were easy to set on fire, and just
firing at them would do the job. Once you set them on fire, it would demoralize the entire column
as everyone could see the smoke. We always wanted to hit DRA columns since they wouldn’t
fight, whereas Soviet columns would. Usually when a column would come, the enemy would
establish security forces at suspected ambush sites and occupy them until the column passed
or until they were certain that nothing was going to happen. Many times we wouldn’t risk taking
on the entire column. We would attack the tail since the enemy would not turn back to help the
petroleum tankers at the rear. The column would often reach Gardez, but they would have lost a
piece of it along the way. Attacking the column from the rear was less risk to us, although
sometimes there would be some APCs at the rear of the column.The enemy reaction when
caught in the kill zone was usually ineffective. They normally stopped, dismounted and took
cover. They fought back only when assistance arrived. We learned to hit the column and leave.
We did not want to fight reinforcements or helicopters because we did not have enough combat
power and it was very hard to move our wounded from the area under fire.Later in the morning, a
Soviet security force of armored vehicles moved close to us and occupied a position. Then the
column came from the north. The security force rejoined the column before the entire column
passed. This left the fuel tankers in the rear of the column for us! We hit them by surprise, and it
was effective. We damaged or destroyed one jeep and nine tankers. Mohammad Hashem took
out an armored security vehicle with his RPG. We later learned that two Russians fled from the
south-bound column when we ambushed it. They were captured by Mujahideen from HIH.As we



were getting ready to leave the ambush site, a Soviet armored column came from the south. My
southern security group had already pulled back, so we were caught totally by surprise. They
began pouring fire into our ranks. Four helicopters also flew over firing at us. Mohammad
Hashem hit one helicopter with his RPG, but the fight was unequal. All of my group, except for
Ehsan and myself were wounded – most of them were wounded while we were withdrawing.
Most were lightly wounded, but two of them are still paralyzed.What happened is that as we
ambushed the tail of the southbound column, a north-bound column was traveling on the same
section of road. The heavily-armored head of the north-bound column arrived at the kill zone as
we were withdrawing. Helicopters were flying air cover for the arriving column as well. Since my
southern security group had withdrawn, we did not know of their arrival until they were firing at
us.Commentary: The road runs through a deep gorge three kilometers south of Dehe Naw. The
Soviets probably had anticipated problems at this area and leapfrogged the security force there
and put the helicopters overhead to deal with this probable ambush site. Security elements
should be the last elements to pull out of an ambush – not the first. The southern security
element should have been south on the high ground where it could see. Simple hand-held
walkie-talkie radios and a security element that performs its mission would have averted disaster
for this Mujahideen commander.The RPG-7 could be an effective anti-helicopter weapon –
particularly when several RPGs were fired simultaneously at a hovering helicopter or at a
helicopter on the ground.Vignette 8Ambush Near Abdullah-e Burj18by Haji Abdul Qader and
Haji Qasab19In October 1980, a Soviet column left its base in Bagram to conduct a four-day
operation against the Mujahideen in the Nejraw District of Kapisa Province. To get there, they
crossed the Abdullah-e Burj bridge over the Panjshir River. The bridge is on the main highway
connecting Bagram with the provincial capitals of Mahmoud-e Raqi and Deh Baba’Ali and other
major towns including Gulbahar in the north and Sarobi in the south. Since this is the only bridge
over the Panjshir River in this region, Mujahideen felt that the Soviet force would return to their
base by the same route.The Mujahideen based around the Abdullah-e Burj decided to ambush
the column on its return trip when the troops were tired and more vulnerable. They decided to hit
the column while it was crossing over the bridge from Kapisa to Parwan Province. The Soviets
would be most vulnerable when half their column had crossed the river and their force was
divided by the river.Haji Abdul Qader and Haji Qasab jointly planned and executed the ambush.
They decided to let the Soviet force move unopposed until the head of the column reached Qala-
e Naw, about 3.5 kilometers southwest of the bridge. The Mujahideen had watched the column
depart and knew how long the column was. They calculated that when the column reached Qala-
e Naw, half of the column would still be on the north of the river with the tail of the column just
south of Deh Baba’Ali. Haji Abdul Qader’s group (about 150 men) would set up their ambush
south of the river along the Bagram-Kapisa road. They would set up in the orchards and hills
between Qala-e Naw and Abdullah-e Burj. Haji Qasab, reinforced with local Mujahideen from
Commander Shahin’s group (about 200 altogether) would ambush north of the river between
Abdullah-e Burj and Deh Baba’Ali. The two areas were part of the normal AOs of the two



commanders. In both areas, the Mujahideen positioned their RPG-7s close to the road and their
heavy machine guns further back on dominant terrain. The Mujahideen also supported the
ambushes with a few recoilless rifles and 82mm mortars.On 5 October, the Mujahideen secretly
deployed into their designated positions and prepared covered positions for their anti-tank
weapons. The Soviet column returned that afternoon. It moved unopposed across the bridge at
Abdullah-e Burj, and the head of the column reached Qala-e Naw around 1600 hours. Then, at
Haji Abdul Qader’s signal, the ambushes opened fire on the tanks, APCs, and trucks along the
entire length of the column. The Soviets were caught by surprise. South of the river, the Soviet
forces drove off the road to try to escape to the open plain. However, many vehicles were hit and
destroyed by RPG-7 fire. Vehicles were burning and the Soviet infantry which dismounted from
the APCs came under heavy machine-gun fire.On the north side of the river, there is little room
for vehicles to maneuver in the surrounding green zone of orchards and vineyards. Many
soldiers abandoned their vehicles and rushed to try and ford the river.20 Some soldiers were
washed away, while others made it to the other side and headed for Bagram across the open
plain. Many Soviet soldiers were in a state of panic, and overall command and control had
broken down. Some troops established perimeter defenses around their vehicles to hold on until
help came. Others abandoned their vehicles and escaped toward Bagram. Some 20 or 30
vehicles were burning.Night fell. Soviet artillery pounded Mujahideen positions around Qala-e
Naw, but it was not very effective. The Mujahideen moved through the burning and abandoned
vehicles removing supplies and scores of weapons. In the morning, the Soviets sent a relief
column from Bagram to relieve the trapped column. The Mujahideen withdrew from the
battlefield. At 0800 hours, the remnants of the Soviet column moved on to their Bagram base.
Mujahideen losses were light. Haji Abdul Qader’s group had two KIA and seven WIA. Total
enemy casualties are unknown.Commentary: There were several factors contributing to the
Mujahideen success. First, proper selection of the ambush site was key. The Mujahideen caught
the Soviet column straddling the river and forced it to fight two separate, unsupported battles.
There was little room to maneuver except over the southern escape route. Second, the time of
the ambush was optimum. The late afternoon arrival gave Mujahideen gunners just enough time
to inflict maximum damage, but not enough time for Soviet air power to react. Soviet artillery
could cover only a portion of the battlefield and apparently no forward observers were forward to
adjust artillery fire during the night. Third, the Mujahideen had surprise. The column had driven
out on this road unmolested and expected to return unopposed. The soldiers were cold and
tired, and their guard was down. The head of the column could see Bagram airbase when they
were hit. Fourth, the simultaneous attack along the entire length of the column stripped the
convoy commander of any uncommitted force which he could use as an emergency reserve.
The Mujahideen occupied very wide ambush frontages relative to their manpower and this
allowed them to attack the entire convoy simultaneously. In retrospect there is little more that the
Mujahideen could have done except employ mines and mortar fire on the southern escape
route.The Soviet commander contributed to his own defeat. He had poor intelligence on the area



that he was travelling through and did not use reconnaissance forces effectively. He did not use
forward detachments to seize dominant terrain and obvious choke points, such as the Abdullah-
e Burj bridge, in advance of the column. He was highly predictable and used the same route to
return that he had left on, yet failed to post security along that route to support his movement. He
failed to leap-frog artillery groups along the column so that artillery fire support was immediately
available. He apparently did not have helicopter gunships on stand-by to respond to ambush. He
appears to have not trained his force in standard counter-ambush drills and procedures. He
apparently lost control of the column within the first minute of the ambush.The Soviet force in
Bagram was reluctant to go to the aid of the beleaguered column at night. Apparently they were
afraid of also being ambushed. This reluctance to leave the relative safety of their base camp at
night was to the Mujahideen advantage.Vignette 9Deh-Khwaja Ambush21by Commander Mulla
Malang22In 1982, the Soviet 70th Separate Motorized Rifle Brigade,23 supported by DRA
forces, launched a block and sweep operation against the Mujahideen forces in the center of
Panjwayee District. Panjwayee District is located some 25 kilometers southwest of Kandahar city.
Mujahideen sources estimate that hundreds of enemy tanks, APCs, BMPs and other vehicles
were involved in the 25-day operation. The Soviet purpose was to punish the Mujahideen groups
who constantly harassed Soviet and DRA troop columns and supply convoys on the main
Kandahar-Herat highway. The operation was also designed to destroy the resistance bases in
the area and widen the security zone around the government-controlled district center.The
Soviet operation in Panjwayee required constant resupply from the main Soviet base located in
the Kandahar air base. The supply columns had to travel along the main Chaman-Kandahar
road to its junction with the Kabul-Herat highway and then proceed through Deh-Khwaja and
Kandahar city to Sarpuza where the Panjwayee access road joins the main highway.The
Mujahideen groups around Kandahar decided to launch a diversionary action against the enemy
in order to relieve the pressure on the resistance in Panjwayee. The Mujahideen realized that the
Soviets were weakest and most vulnerable along their supply route and, therefore, decided to
strike them there. Although the Mujahideen could conduct small-scale ambushes along the
entire stretch of the road, there were only two places suitable for large-scale ambushes. One is a
two-kilometer length of road between Manzel Bagh Chawk and Deh-Khwaja. The other is a one-
and-a-half kilometer stretch between Shahr-e Naw and Sarpuza.
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Rick Cook, “The Mujaheddin story. Grau is best noted for "The Bear Went Over The Mountain",
a series of Russian tactical studies of incidents in their war in Afghanistan. This is his attempt to
tell the story from the Afghan side. Together they are must reading for anyone interested in the
Afghan wars.The Russians don't come out well in either book. They were slow, inflexible, tied to
the roads and their armored vehicles and unable to cope with the Afghan style of war. On the
other hand, as this book makes clear, the Afghans were not supermen. In addition to the limits
put on them by their logistics and lack of unified organization, they were generally inept soldiers,
if very strong fighters.The Afghans had more success against the Russians than the Taliban
have had against the Coalition troops, yet much of their methods have remained fundamentally
the same. The major exception is the increased use of IEDs in this war compared to the last.The
book is rich in tactical lessons for modern combat in Afghanistan. For example, both books make
clear the importance of controlling the heights above the valleys where the main action is. The
role of helicopters comes out very clearly, although the Russian use was hesitant and not always
effective.One of the strengths of both these books is the unconsciousness of the people telling
the story. In neither case to they come out and say "this worked" or "we made a mistake here".
Instead the narrators tell their stories and leave Grau -- and the readers to draw their own
conclusions.”

James S. Ford, “Should be required reading for American Military/Civilians. This book should
have been required reading for every American and NATO officer involved in the Afghan War. I
found it to be very informative in understanding the nature of conducting warfare in Afghanistan.
The book is mainly a collection of first hand accounts of Mujahideen leaders and fighters of their
logistics and fighting tactics against the Soviet forces and the Soviet trained, communist
controlled Afghan Army in the 1980's. The book relates a group of stories by location and type
of activity and then critiques the tactics of the Mujahideen and their enemies in these combat
actions. It goes into some detail about the historical cultural lifestyle of the Afghan people who
have successfully prevailed against the greatest invading armies going back to Alexander The
Great (+/- 300 B.C.). The authors point out that even though there are major tribal and language
differences in the country, the people will put aside their "blood" feuds to fight what they
perceive to be a common enemy invader. It was interesting for me to see how little the fighting
tactics have changed over the past three decades since the Soviet pullout in spite of
technological advancements in war implements.”

Jobro, “History repeats itself.... The Afghanistan people defeated the British , the Russians and
now the Americans using the same tactics that they have used since 1895. The are very good
fighters, and know their home ground well. Essential knowledge for guerrilla fighters.”

Dan B, “Essential Reading. Both this and "The Bear Went Over the Mountain" should be



essential reading for all personnel deploying to Afghanistan. People who have deployed to
Afghanistan are able to visually imagine a lot of the vignettes within due to the similarly used
locations names. I found the book both intriguing and alarming because I could have been
reading about any one incident taking place on the same battlefields today. For any serious
Military or Security person, these 2 books are an absolute for your Kindle/iPad.”

Hale Haven (CJ), “Excellent companion to Les Grau's seminal work on Afghanistan. I use this for
comparison to Soviet tactics used during their war in the late 70's-80's”

Matthew O'Connell, “Great reading!!. This is a book for anyone who wants to better understand
the tactics used by the current enemy in Afghan.Any commander going into Afghanistan should
have this on his/her bedside table. From my talks with soldiers who have gone down range this
reads like a tutorial for the continued tactics used today.”

ron_barnes, “The mujahadeen. Based on the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan in 1979, this
book is good reading for understanding combat in Afghanistan. Many people misjudged the
mujahadeen, they are tenacious and innovative warriors”

J. J. Popelar, “Must read. Must read for military members.”

Katkiller, “Essential read for any soldier going into Afghanistan. This is a pretty cool read if you
are into military strategy. I can see why this would be essential reading material for any soldier
going into Afghanistan. Looking forward for the other side of the mountain.”

Adil FAROOQ, “excellent book. Really Excellent read, giving insight into the David vs Golliath
battle that the Afghan Mujahudeen found themselves embroiled in. Recommend!”

Ehrmann Mario, “Quantenphysik der Landesverteidigung. Wer sich für Militär Geschichte und
Strategie interessiert dem bleibt es kaum verborgen das die Länder Asiens von Korea bis
Afghanistan andere Strategien verfolgen als der Westen. Verteidiger die Barfuß in zerlumpter
Kleidung antreten, keine Panzer, keine Luftwaffe besitzen und einen militärisch hochgerüsteten
Aggressor zur Resignation zwingen.Wie kann dass gehen? Dieses hochwertige Buch zeigt wie,
asymmetrisch aus der Not eine Tugend zu machen. Vergleicht man die asymmetrischen
Konzepte mit den konventionellen (westlichen) ist es wie mit der Physik, klassische Physik und
Quantenphysik existieren gleichberechtigt nebeneinander. Jedoch militärisch konventionelle
Konzepte tendieren zu einer Materialschlacht mit einer mäßigen Kosten Nutzen Relation. Dass
kann man als negative Kritik sehen, hat aber auch den positiven Aspekt von „ FOOD FOR
THOUGHT“ . Beispiel, denkbar in der Offiziersausbildung Arbeitsgruppen zu bilden, die der
Erforschung und Wirkung asymmetrischer Strategien nachgehen. Ziel die Optimierung eigener
militärische Ressourcen.”



Pica seca, “Muy buen título.. -- libro directo, sencillo y real sobre los motivos, técnicas, usos y
costumbres de las guerrillas afganas y su alcance. Parece mentira que los políticos no
atendieran a sus consejeros, pues, tras la lectura del libro uds lector tendrá claro el porqué de la
victoria talibán, a la vez que, comprendera otra forma de entender el mundo más allá de la
visión occidental. Es digno de mención los mapas y los impagables testimonios de primera
mano. En sentido opuesto pueden encontrar la obra desde el punto de vista soviético. Un lujazo.”

michael J, “Four Stars. Good technical read as a companion to when the bear went over the
mountian”

The book by Ali Ahmad Jalali has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 146 people have provided feedback.
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